
WATERSPORTS



SOUTH PALM
RESORT MALDIVES

WATERSPORTS

Windsurf

A form of sailing in which a flexible sail, free to 
move in any direction, is mounted on a surfboard 
and the craft guided by the standing rider. 

Private lesson - 1 hr - USD 100
Discover lesson - 45 min - USD 55
Windsurf Expert - 45 min - USD 45

Kayak

A kayak is a low-to-the-water, canoe-like boat in 
which the paddler sits facing forward legs in front, 
using a double-bladed paddle to pull front-to-back 
on one side and the other in rotation.

Double Kayak - 1 hr - USD 25
Single Kayak - 1 hr - USD 20

Stand Up Paddle

Stand Up Paddle boarding is a water sport born 
from surfing with modern roots in Hawaii. Stand up 
paddle boarders stand on boards that are floating 
on the water, and use a paddle to propel 
themselves through the water

SUP - 30 min - USD 20
SUP - 60 min - USD 35



Water Ski and Wakeboard

Both activites involve hydroplaning behind a board 
towed by a rope you hold in your hands, the 
difference being the type of board that is used.

Lesson - 20 min - USD 65
Expert - 15 min - USD 50
Monoski - 15 min - USD 65

Fun Toys 
A floating water tube that you mount on top of 
and ride the waves while being towed by a Jetski.

Sofa - 15 min - 
USD 65 per person for 1 person
USD 120 per person for 3 persons

 - 15 min - Banana
USD 65 per person for 1 person
USD 120 per person for 3 persons

 - 10 min - USD 45 per personParrot trainer

Private Snorkeling

A snorkeling trip with an experienced, dedicated 
guide, who will take you to your preferred 
snorkeling sites. 

1 Person - 90 min - USD 150
2 Person - 90 min - USD 100 Per Person

Jetski

An exhilarating jet-propelled vehicle that skims 
across the surface of water and is ridden like a 
motorcycle.

Experience - 15 min - USD 75
Experience - 30 min - USD 120
Experience - 60 min - USD 200



Snorkeling Lessons

For those who want to venture in to the 
underwater world for the first time. Our 
experienced guides will show you the way. 

Training - 1 hr - Adults - USD 15 
                       Children - FREE

Night Snorkeling
Explore the underwater world during the night, 
when the reef colors pop against the dark ocean

Minimum - 6 person - USD 50

Full-moon Snorkeling

A once-in-a-lifetime experience; the trip is only 
possible 2 times every month. Experience the 
underwater world on the full moon.

Minimum - 6 persons - USD 65

Kite Surfing

Kitesurfing is about riding and gliding across the 
water while holding onto a large hand-controlled 
kite that is powered by the wind

Discover Lesson - 90 min - USD 100
Basic Lesson - 2hr - USD 150
Expert - 45 min - USD 65
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